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Chapter 2

Nonlinear transport in
β−Na0.33V2O5

2.1 Introduction

There are many solid state materials which are one-dimensional and metallic at room
temperature. Due to the coupling of the electrons to the underlying lattice the metallic
state in these materials is usually not stable, leading to a phase transition into a charge
modulated state at low temperatures. The low temperature ground state of the coupled
electron-phonon system is characterized by a gap in the single-particle excitation spec-
trum, by collective modes formed by the electron-hole pairs, and by a deformation of
the lattice. Many of those compounds are inorganic (K0.3MoO3, NbSe3, TaS3) [1–3], but
these properties are found in organic compounds as well
((2.5(OCH3)2DCNQI)2Li, TTF-TCNQ) [4,5]. The best known type of this class of phase
transitions is the Peierls transition [6]. In this case the material develops the charge den-
sity modulation state at low temperature with a simultaneous deformation of the lattice,
and the opening of a gap in the quasiparticle excitation spectrum. As long as the charge
density modulation is pinned by lattice or impurities, these materials can be described as
narrow-band-gap semiconductors or even insulators. An exception to this rule is NbSe3,
which remains a semimetal at low temperature [7]. One of the more intriguing features
of low dimensional charge ordered materials are their nonlinear transport properties. In
the charge density modulation ground state they only exhibit ohmic conductivity below
a certain threshold applied electric field ET . Below this field, the charge density modula-
tion is pinned by lattice, impurities, defects, and grain boundaries and the conductivity is
solely due to a strongly temperature dependent quasiparticle transport. For fields above
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14 Chapter 2. Nonlinear transport in β−Na0.33V2O5

ET , the conductivity becomes strongly enhanced and nonlinear due to the contribution of
the now moving depinned charge density modulation [8–11]. In addition to the nonlinear
behavior, charge density modulated materials often show an alternating current response
to a static applied field. This latter may be either due to so called ratcheting of the charge
density modulation phase as observed in for instance NbSe3 [3], generally referred to
as narrow band noise, or due to macroscopic polarization oscillations as observed in for
instance blue bronze at low temperatures [12].

The recently revived interest in the vanadium bronze β−Na0.33V2O5 has been trig-
gered by the observation of a charge ordering transition [13], and sparked once more
by the observation of the pressure induced superconductivity [14] in this electronically
low dimensional material. The vanadium bronze β−Na0.33V2O5 has been the subject
of various structural studies during the last 40 years [15, 16]. At room temperature
β−Na0.33V2O5 is a highly anisotropic metal with a site occupancy disorder of the sodium
atoms. Around TNa = 240 K a second order phase transition occurs leading to an order-
ing of the sodium atoms and a doubling of the primitive cell along the b direction [27]. A
charge ordering transition, which is thought to be driven by the electron phonon coupling,
occurs at TMI = 136 K and is accompanied by a further tripling of the unit cell along the b
direction [17,27], leading to a commensurate charge modulated state with a period of 6b.
Temperature dependent measurements of the magnetic susceptibility revealed a magnetic
transition from a paramagnetic to an antiferromagnetic state at TAF = 22 K [13]. Fi-
nally, as mentioned above, β−Na0.33V2O5 becomes a superconductor for pressures above
8 GPa and low temperatures (8 K) as revealed by recent pressure dependent resistivity
measurements [14]. Optical conductivity data suggest that this system may be under-
stood in terms of a small polaron model, where the charge ordering in fact corresponds
to an ordering of the polarons [18, 19]. Since previous experiments strongly suggest that
β−Na0.33V2O5 is a low dimensional conductor with an electron-phonon interaction in-
duced charge ordering, this material should also show the usual nonlinear transport prop-
erties discussed above. Indeed the results presented in this chapter of the first detailed
measurements of the field dependence of conduction in the sodium bronze β−Na0.33V2O5

are fully consistent with this picture. The observed nonlinear transport properties are
well described using a classical domain model. The observed charge density modulation
conductivity increases with increasing temperature, suggesting a screening of the charge
density modulation pinning by the thermally excited carriers.

2.2 The structure and thermodynamical properties

The crystal structure of β−Na0.33V2O5 is shown in Fig. 2.1. For the sodium stoichiometry
x = 0.33, the unit cell is described by the formula NaV6O15. The six vanadium atoms are
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Figure 2.1: Room temperature structure of β−Na0.33V2O5. The available V sites are: V1

(dark octahedra), V2 (light octahedra) and V3 (light pyramids).

occupy three pairs of crystallographically distinct sites, labeled V1 (dark octahedra), V2

(light octahedra) and V3 (light pyramids). Na atoms occupy lattice positions which can be
represented as a ladder along the b axis. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance measurements [20]
reveal that the Na atoms are monovalent, donating their outer shell electrons to the V
atoms.

It is still not clear to which V atoms these Na electrons are donated. From mea-
surements of the nuclear quadropole effect [20] and anisotropic Knight shift on the V
site [21], it was reported that the majority of the Na donated electrons are stabilized on
dyz- orbitals of V1. A small fraction would be present on the V3 as well [20–22], the V2

remaining empty. Goodenough [23] argued in 1970, considering the V-O bond distances,
that the electrons should enter either the dyz orbital of the V1 atoms or the dzx orbital of
the V2 atoms, preferably the first one. The x, y, z axes in Fig. 2. are presented in agree-
ment with the choice of Goodenough [23]. He pointed out that the electron, if present
on the V1 site, would hope on the V3 site via the intermediary O atom, thus a small V3

site occupancy would be expected in this case. However, more recent measurements [24]
report that these electrons are shared among all three V chains above TMI = 136 K, and
that they condense either on the V1 or the V2 chain below TMI = 136 K. For x = 0.33 in
β−Na0.33V2O5 only half of the lattice sites forming the Na ladder is occupied. A possi-
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bility is that each rung of the Na ladder is occupied by one Na atom randomly distributed
between the lefthand and righthand side of the ladder. Obermeier [25] suggested that the
Na atoms may also form regular zigzag chains along the b axis, with a periodicity of 2b.
Perpendicular to the b axis these zigzag chains would be randomly distributed, therefore
the occupation probability for one site would be half on average.

The system undergoes three phase transitions below room temperature, as it is shown
in Fig. 2.2. and Fig. 2.3. Around TNa = 240 K a second order structural phase transition
takes place, when the unit cell doubles along the b direction, as revealed by X-ray diffrac-
tion [13]. It was reported [25] that this transition takes place in two steps: an anomaly
in the resistivity was observed at 240 K and a hysteretic phase transition at 222 K. In

Figure 2.2: Left side: Temperature dependence of the resistivity for β−Na0.33V2O5.
Right side: Temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility. Both
figures are reproduced from ref. [13] , with permission.

general it is agreed that the zig-zag pattern of Na atoms, present below TNa results in the
reported doubling of the unit cell. Going down in temperature, a transition from metal
above TMI = 136 K to insulator below TMI takes place, being accompanied by a tripling
of the unit cell along the b axis [26]. A magnetic ordering transition from paramagnetic
above TCAF = 22 K to canted anti-ferromagnet below TCAF [27, 28] is also present.

These transitions are evident from the measurements presented in Fig. 2.2. and Fig.
2.3. In the left side of Fig. 2.2. the resistivity data is reproduced from [13]. It shows the
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Figure 2.3: Left side: Temperature dependence of the heat capacity for the stoichiometric
and off-stoichiometric β−Na0.33V2O5samples from ref. [13]. Right side: Re-
sistivity temperature dependence measured along the b axis under different
pressure values reproduced from ref. [14], with permission.

one-dimensional behavior of β−Na0.33V2O5: there is a difference of two orders of mag-
nitude between the resistivity along the chain direction b and the resistivity perpendicular
to the chains. At TMI = 136 K the metal-insulator transition (MIT)occurs, above which
a metallic behavior is displayed. Above TNa = 240 K the resistivity along the b axis
presents a plateau. An interesting feature is that the metallic characteristics are vanish-
ing for doping away from x = 0.33 [13], and the MIT disappears as well (see Fig.2.3.).
In this regard, β−Na0.33V2O5 differs from the conventional MIT in 2 or 3 dimensions,
where the metallic phase occurs in a broad range of carrier densities above the critical
value. The strange doping dependence of β−Na0.33V2O5 might be due to the fact that the
potential created by the Na atoms strongly influences the electrons movement. Doping
away from x = 0.33 would create an empty or fully occupied rung of the Na ladder. This
would create a bigger disturbing potential for the electrons than the rung occupied with
exactly one Na atom, as is the case when x = 0.33. The righthand side of Fig.2.2. shows
the magnetic susceptibility of β−Na0.33V2O5. While the magnetic transition at Tmagn is
clearly visible, the other two transitions are hardly visible. Fig. 2.3. presents the other
important aspect of the β−Na0.33V2O5 samples. The MI transition is very sensitive to
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doping, as mentioned earlier. For a doping of x = 0.34 for example, the transition disap-
pears, and the sample becomes insulating at all temperatures [13]. At low temperatures
and under high pressure (8 GPa), β−Na0.33V2O5 becomes superconductor (see right half
of fig. 2.3).

2.3 Description of the experiment

Figure 2.4: Schematic representation of the four probe resistivity set-up.

Single crystals samples have been prepared as described elsewhere [27]. Platelets
with typical dimensions of 4 x 2 x 0.2 mm3 were mounted on the cold finger of a flow
cryostat and contacted using 50 µm diameter platinum wires. Four wires have been
fixed on the sample surface using silver paste, spaced 1 mm apart. Measurements were
performed along the b axis in a four probe configuration using a Keithley 236 source-
meter in a current driven mode.

The idea of four probe configuration is presented schematically in 2.4. The main ad-
vantage given by this configuration is the minimization of the contacts resistance influ-
ence over the measured resistance. Outer contacts are used for forcing a current through
the needle like sample, along the b chain direction. Inner contacts are used for the mea-
surement of the voltage drop between them, using a very high Ohmic measurement de-
vice, so that the current flowing through the inner contacts is nearly zero. Since the
contacts resistance contribution to the measured voltage drop is direct proportional with
the current passing through contacts, and this current is nearly zero, then the contacts
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influence over the measured voltage is also nearly zero.
The resistivity was calculated from the measured resistance and the geometry of the

sample. We measured the resistance of two different samples at different temperatures in
the temperature range 65 K - 300 K.

2.4 Temperature dependent transport

First we turn to the temperature dependence of the low-field ohmic resistance, of which a
typical example is shown in Fig.2.5 [29]. The strong increase of the resistivity below TMI

= 136 K clearly signals the charge ordering transition, consistent with results published in
literature. Note that also the sodium ordering transition at TNa = 240 K leads to a change
in the temperature dependence of the resistivity (see also inset Fig. 2.5.). The small
enhancement of the conductivity below TNa can be understood in terms of the decreased
amplitude of the spatial potential variations on the vanadium sites due to the ordering
of the sodium subsystem [18]. Although the resistivity at high temperatures (T > TMI)
is fairly small, as expected for a bad metal, it does not exhibit the metallic behavior
as observed previously [27]. The reason for this could be that the samples are slightly
misaligned. In this case the measured resistivity is a combination of the resistivity of the
metallic b-axis and the insulating perpendicular axes, leading to the observed temperature
dependence. X-ray diffraction experiments on the samples, however, have ruled out this
option in showing that to within a degree the samples are indeed b-oriented. A more
likely reason is that the sodium stoichiometry of the sample slightly deviates from x =

0.33, which is known to lead to a rapid loss of metallic behavior and eventually to the
disappearance of the metal-insulator transition [13]. Such deviations lead to an additional
disorder in the sodium site occupancy, which in turn leads to a more disordered potential
on the vanadium sites which make up the one-dimensional conduction chains [18]. Since
low dimensional systems are particularly susceptible to disorder, this may lead to a small
disorder induced gap and to the observed non-metallic behavior. An estimate for the
transport gaps above and below the charge ordering transition temperature is obtained
fitting a simple activated behavior, ρ = ρ0 exp(∆/kT ), to the data. Well within the charge
ordered phase (30 K ≤ T ≤ 80 K) we find ρ0 = 630 mΩcm and a gap ∆LT = 548 K. At
high temperatures (150 K ≤ T ≤ 300 K) we find ρ0 = 75 mΩcm and a gap ∆HT = 472 K.
Surprisingly, the transport gap in the charge ordered phase is only about 15% larger than
the one found for the high temperature phase. The major change is found in the prefactors
which differ by an order of magnitude. This is consistent with the expectation that the
majority of the charge carriers is frozen out by the charge ordering at TMI . In a similar
analysis Yamada et al. [13] found an activation energy corresponding to a temperature of
538 K, in good agreement with the present value. In previous work we found an optical
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Figure 2.5: Resistivity as a function of temperature in β−Na0.33V2O5. Inset: change in
conductivity near the sodium ordering transition at TNa ' 240 K.

gap of 2∆=2450 K [18]. Most likely, this optical gap corresponds to the energy needed
to free a quasiparticle from the charge ordered state. Clearly then, the transport gap must
have a different origin. The origin for this difference could be that the observed transport
gap is in fact a sodium disorder induced pseudo gap in the charge carrier spectrum, where
the charge carriers themselves are present due to an incomplete charge ordering, rather
then due to thermal excitation as is usually the case. This would be consistent with
the small difference in the transport gap values below and above the charge ordering
transition, as well as with the observed finite low frequency conductivity in the optical
data [18].

However, closer inspection of the low temperature conductivity shows that it does not
strictly follow an activated behavior. In particular, below 60 K there seems to be an en-
hancement of the conductivity, which presumably is due to the presence of an additional
conductivity channel. In a purely one-dimensional model, such an enhancement may
originate from the presence of mid-gap bound states of amplitude π-solitons and quasi-
particles, as described by Brazovskii [30]. Indeed, the low temperature conductivity is
better described by the empirical fromula

σ(T ) = σ0
QP exp(−∆QP/kT ) + σ0

S exp(−∆S /kT ). (2.1)

Here the first term on the right hand side accounts for the contribution of the quasipar-
ticles, whereas the second term takes the midgap state conductivity into account. In the
one-dimensional description, the midgap states are located halfway the quasiparticle gap,
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Figure 2.6: Temperature dependent conductivity (symbols, same data as in Fig. 2.5.)
together with a fit to an activated two particle behavior, Eq. (1) (dark line).
The gray line shows a fit of thermally activated quasiparticle transport to the
high temperature part of the data.

i.e. ∆S ≈ ∆QP/2. Fitting Eq. (2.1) to the data yields ∆QP = 995 K; ∆S = 487 K, and a
ratio σ0

QP/σ
0
S ∼ 0.4 × 103. Note that the quasiparticle gap obtained in this way be-

comes comparable to the gap found in optical experiments [18]. The conductivity ratio
shows that just below the phase transition quasiparticle transport dominates the conduc-
tivity, whereas the ’midgap’ contribution becomes important at lower temperatures only,
despite its smaller energy gap. Finally, we note that a similar analysis applied to blue
bronze, K0.3MoO3, data leads to similar conclusions. For both these cases, one can
worry whether a one-dimensional model is applicable at all. Indeed, the midgap states
described by Brazovski [30] require the existence of topological π-solitons which do not
exist in three dimensions. Therefore, the above analysis merely shows the presence of
additional excitations halfway the gap. Though in sodium vanadate, these might origi-
nate from the sodium disorder, one would not expect a similar disorder in blue bronze.
Therefore, the precise nature of the midgap states remains unresolved at present. One
interesting thought is that they might result from excitations inside domain walls which
separate the charge density modulation ordered regions in the samples.
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2.5 Field dependent transport

The charge density modulation in low dimensional systems is usually pinned by the un-
derlying lattice, by impurities or by structural defects. When the charge density modula-
tion is incommensurate with the underlying lattice, the main pinning centers are the im-
purities and other defects. In this case, the pinning might be considered relatively weak,
and the charge density modulation can fairly easily move in the material upon application
of an external electric field, leading to the typical non-linear charge density wave conduc-
tion. When the modulation is commensurate with the lattice, the pinning is considered
to be strong, usually much stronger than the impurity pinning, and the large pinning en-
ergy prevents conduction of the charge density modulation. The charge modulation in
β−Na0.33V2O5 is commensurate with the underlying lattice. Since the modulation period
is, however, rather large (6b) the commensurability pinning in this system is expected to
be relatively weak, opening the possibility of non-linear charge density wave conduction
in the charge ordered phase.

To study the nonlinear transport properties of single crystal β−Na0.33V2O5, current
driven field dependence measurements [31] were performed in the temperature range
65 K - 300 K. The obtained transport properties are very similar with those obtained in
CDW systems. A typical example of the conductivity measured along the b-axis at 65 K
is displayed in Fig. 2.7.
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Figure 2.7: Nonlinear field dependent conductivity in β−Na0.33V2O5 measured along the
b axis at 65 K displaying three charge density modulation transport regimes.

The behavior of the conductivity shows three regimes. Below 0.06 mV/cm (first
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threshold field) the conductivity is field-independent and mainly due to quasiparticle
transport. At about 0.06 mV/cm the conductivity shows a nonlinear increase resulting
from an incoherent contribution of the charge density wave to the conductivity. This be-
havior saturates around 4 mV/cm. Above the second threshold field at 30 mV/cm a steep
increase of the conductivity takes place signaling the onset of the coherent charge den-
sity modulation regime. Despite the strong increase of the conductivity, it never reaches
values comparable to the metallic state.

The values for the threshold fields are smaller than those found, for example in blue
bronze. Zawilski et al. [11] reported 40 mV/cm for the first threshold field and around
2000 mV/cm for the second threshold field in K0.3MoO3 at 60 K while Mihaly et al. [32]
found 40 mV/cm in K0.3−xNaxMoO3 around the same temperature. Fleming et al. [33]
found the first threshold field around 500 mV/cm in TaS3 and 90 mV/cm in K0.3MoO3

both measured at 60 K. In K0.3−xNaxMoO3 (x = 0, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1), at 77 K, Wang et al.
[34] reported values of (300, 670, 750, 950) mV/cm for the first threshold field at 180 K.
Beauchene et. all [35] reported similar values in Rb0.3MoO3. Küntscher et al. [36] found
in K0.3MoO3 and Rb0.3MoO3 values of 150 mV/cm for the first threshold field at 60 K
while van Loosdrecht et al. [10] found 200 mV/cm at the same temperature. Although the
values of the first threshold field for K0.3MoO3 show some variation, they are typically
in the 50-200 mV/cm range, i.e. substantially higher than the present values observed
for β−Na0.33V2O5. This is consistent with the notion that the temperature dependence of
the low field transport observed in β−Na0.33V2O5 is due to incomplete charge ordering
resulting from disorder in the sodium sublattice. The presence of charge carriers, even at
low temperatures, leads to screening of the pinning potential, and hence to a lowering of
the threshold field. In contrast, the presence of charge carriers in blue bronze is almost
entirely due to thermal quasiparticle excitations.

Figure 2.8 displays the electric field dependence of the conductivity along the b-axis
for a variety of temperatures between 65 K and 300 K. The nonlinear behavior is most
pronounced at low temperatures, and is slowly decreasing upon increasing the temper-
ature towards the transition temperature TMI . The first threshold field ET , i.e. the field
required to induce charge density modulation conductivity, is observed below TMI only.
As the temperature is reduced, the threshold fields increase, evidencing a strengthening
of the charge density modulation pinning. This is due to the reduction of the free carrier
concentration at lower temperatures, leading to a less effective screening of pinning cen-
ters. The second transport regime, the incoherent moving regime, shows an increasing
conductivity followed by saturation upon increasing field. Going up in temperature, the
field at which this saturation is reached increases, until around 90 K it merges with the
second threshold field.
Even above the charge ordering transition temperature, the nonlinear behavior has not
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Figure 2.8: Nonlinear conductivity along the b axis as a function of electric field in

β−Na0.33V2O5 measured from 65 K to 300 K (in 5 K steps between 65 K
- 125 K, 140 K - 230 K, and 250 K - 300 K; in 2 K steps in the transition
temperatures regions: 128 K - 146 K, and 236 K - 246 K).

entirely disappeared, although there are no clear threshold fields anymore. Nonlinear
conduction is still observed up to the sodium ordering temperature TNa = 240 K, con-
sistent with the disorder induced non-metallic behavior observed above TMI . Finally,
above 240 K a nearly field independent conductivity is observed. The temperature de-
pendencies of the first and second threshold fields are shown in Fig. 2.9. The open
symbols display the first threshold field, ET , obtained from the conductivity curves by
taking the values where the conductivity starts to increase. The lower part displays the
second threshold field, E∗T , obtained in a similar manner. Although there is a factor of
103 difference between the two threshold fields, the displayed behavior is qualitatively
the same: the threshold field strongly decreases with increasing temperature. With some
exceptions( for example K0.3MoO3 or TaS3 [37]) this type of behavior for in particular
the first threshold field is common for many of the known charge density wave systems.
At low temperature, when the number of quasiparticles is reduced, large electric fields
may build up around pinning centers and the value of E∗T is essentially determined by
the amount of disorder in the system. Going up in temperature, the thermally excited
quasiparticles tend to homogenize the electric field inside the sample. This effect is a
natural source for the redistribution of the driving fields inside the sample.

A variety of models have been proposed to describe the nonlinear conductivity ob-
served in charge density modulation materials, mostly based on the original suggestion of
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Figure 2.9: Temperature dependence of the threshold fields for T < TMI , obtained from
the conductivity data. Open symbols (left scale in µV cm−1): first threshold
field; Filled symbols (right scale in mV cm−1): second threshold field.

Fröhlich [38] that conductivity is dominated by sliding CDW transport. Between them,
there are two main approaches in describing the CDW conductivity [1, 9, 39]. The first
one, treats the CDW as a classical particle which is moving in a periodic potential, with
the period determined by the period of the CDW [40, 41]. This model gives a sharp
threshold field, ET for the onset of nonlinearity and a saturation of the conductivity for
high electric fields. The second model, proposed by Bardeen and referred to as the tun-
neling model [42], assumes that the nonlinear transport occurs as a result of coherent
tunneling of the CDW over macroscopic distances. Besides the threshold field, ET , the
model gives another characteristic field E0, which can be interpreted as a tunneling bar-
rier. The onset of the conductivity reveals a sharp threshold field and at high electric
fields the conductivity saturates. Both models rely on a T = 0 treatment of the problem,
though nonzero temperature models based on thermally assisted flux creep have been dis-
cussed as well [39,43]. The models described above fail to account for the charge density
modulation conductivity observed in β−Na0.33V2O5. Fukuyama, Lee and Rice [44, 45]
discussed the effect of the pinning centers on the charge-density-waves dynamics. They
focused on phase fluctuations and show that, when the material is characterized by weak
pinning, the system can be though to break up into domains. Here, we integrate this no-
tion in a simple phenomenological model describing the observed nonlinear transport in
β−Na0.33V2O5, by treating the sample as a collection of interconnected domains. Each
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domain is characterized by its own conductivity and threshold field so that the sample
can be considered as a collection of nonlinear conduction paths, connected in parallel
and in series. At low applied fields (smaller thenET ), excited quasiparticles dominate the
conductivity of a single domain, leading to the strongly temperature dependent ohmic
behavior. All charge density modulation domains are pinned by lattice and defects and
will not start moving until the applied field exceeds a certain critical field. At higher
applied fields, some domains start to become depinned, leading to an additional charge
density modulation contribution to the conductivity. The charge density modulation still
cannot move as a whole due to the domain structure resulting from grain boundaries and
strong pinning centers. The sample is now in the incoherent moving regime. Finally
for applied fields exceeding a second critical field, the charge density modulation may
move as a whole (or at least a percolation path exists between the contacts), and the
conductivity becomes completely dominated by the moving charge density modulation
transport. Within this model, the second critical field is then a percolation threshold and
the transport regime above this field is dubbed coherent moving regime.

The model sketched above can be made more quantitative by specifying a model
for the charge density modulation conductivity itself. Here we take one of the simplest
approaches, and describe the charge density modulation within a domain as a charged
particle moving due to an applied field E in a viscous medium [1]. The charge density
modulation conductivity is then given by.

σcdm(E) = σc
E − ET

E
θ(E − ET ) , (2.2)

where the Heaviside function θ(E−ET ) assures that the equation is also valid for E < ET .
In the incoherent moving regime the conductivity can then be modeled as a collection of
interconnected charge density modulation domains, shunted by the free carrier conduc-
tivity. In general, this is still a complex system, the solution towhich would require de-
tailed knowledge of domain properties and their connectivity. Here we will take a more
qualitative and statistical approach, and model the charge density modulation system as a
statistically large number of interconnected domains. The conductivity of this network of
domains together with the free carrier conductivity will then yield the total conductivity.
The network can be considered as a collection of parallel and series conduction paths.
For the series connected domains of a single conduction path, the conductivity will have
the same form as Eq. (2.2), but with an effective threshold field ÊT =

∑
i Ei

T and effective

conductivity σ̂c =
(∑

i (σi
c)−1

)−1
. The total charge density modulation conductivity is

then given by

σcdm(E) =
∑

j

σ̂
j
c

E − Ê j
T

E
θ(E − Ê j

T ) , (2.3)
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where j runs over the parallel conduction pathways, each having their own effective
threshold field Ê j

T and effective conductivity σ̂ j
c. If there are a large number of conduc-

tion paths, the above summation can be replaced by an integration, from zero to infinity,
weighted by the statistical distribution of threshold fields and conductivities. For sim-
plicity, we assume a lorentzian distribution of width γ, centered at E0

T for the threshold
fields, and a constant effective conductivityσ j

c = σ̂c for each path. The total conductivity,
including the free carrier contribution, σ0, can then be equated as

σ(ε) = σ0 + σ̂c

2ε(arctan(ε) + arctan(ε0)) − ln( 1+ε2

1+ε2
0
)

(ε + ε0)(π + 2 arctan(ε0))
, (2.4)

with ε0 = Ê0
T /γ, ε = (E− Ê0

T )/γ. In the limit γ/Ê0
T � 1, which is valid for the present

experiment, the total conductivity becomes:

σ(ε) = σ0 + σ̂c
2ε arctan(ε) − ln(1 + ε2)

επ
, (2.5)

where ε = E/γ
In the derivation of Eq. (2.5) quite a few assumptions have been made. The most

important one is that domains are formed in the charge density modulation material,
within which the charge density modulation transport is coherent. This is mainly based
on the observation of the slow onset of the moving conductivity in β−Na0.33V2O5 (see
Fig. 2.7. and Fig. 2.8.) as well as in for instance K0.3MoO3 [10]. The assumption of
parallel paths of series resistors is pretty robust; allowing for connectivity between these
paths would only lead to additional parallel pathways for conduction. Of course, there is
nothing known on the statistical distribution of domain properties. Taking a symmetric
lorentzian (or gaussian) distribution simply makes the integration over domains tractable.
Taking an asymmetric distribution would be more physical. Also typical domain sizes are
not known. X-ray diffraction measurements [26], however, have shown that the width of
the superstructure peaks originating from charge ordering is comparable to the sharpness
of the fundamental peaks, thereby setting a lower limit of the domain sizes to ∼100 nm.
Finally, we did not allow for a distribution of effective conductivities for the conduction
paths. Numerical simulations taking lorentzian distributions σ̂ j

c have shown, however,
that the shape of the field dependent conductivity does not strongly depend on this.

We now return to the data in Fig. 2.8. We have fitted Eq. (2.5) to the field dependent
conductivities, measured at different temperatures between 65 K and 136 K. Note that
the only free parameters in the fits are the width of the distribution γ, and the charge
density modulation conductivity σ̂c, since the normal conductivity, σ0, can be obtained
directly from the low field data. At low temperatures, a good approximation of σ̂c can
be made using the field dependent conductivity data taking the conductivity difference
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between the ohmic regime and the saturation regime. The only remaining fit parameter
in this situation is the width of the lorentzian distribution, γ. The fits generally show a
good agreement with the data, and some typical results of the fitting are shown in Fig.
2.10.
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Figure 2.10: Fits of the domain model, Eq. (2.5) (solid lines), to the nonlinear transport
data (open symbols) at 65 K, 70 K and 75 K.

The temperature dependence of the threshold field distribution width, γ, obtained
from the fits is displayed in Fig. 2.11.

At low temperature, the width increases with increasing temperature. It shows a pro-
nounced peak at 80 K, after which it starts to decrease becoming very small in the region
of the MI transition. The decrease with increasing temperature observed above 80 K
is what one might intuitively expect; the enhanced screening will decrease the typical
domain threshold fields, thereby decreasing γ. Apart from the decrease of the average
pinning potential, there will also be changes in the statistical distribution as the temper-
ature is lowered. At low temperatures one expects that there will be a larger number of
domains with a relatively small pinning potential, reducing the distribution width. There-
fore we believe that the increase of the width observed in the low temperature results from
a competition of enhanced screening and the formation of larger, more strongly pinned,
domains due to the coalescence of small, weakly pinned, domains as the temperature
increases.

Figure 2.12 shows the temperature dependence of the effective charge density mod-
ulation conductivity, σ̂c, and the low field ohmic conductivity, σ0. The moving charge
density modulation conductivity is found to be almost an order of magnitude larger than
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Figure 2.11: Temperature dependence of the width γ of the lorentzian threshold field
distribution obtained from fits of the data in Fig. 2.8. to the domain model,
Eq. (2.5).

the quasiparticle contribution. The small kink in the charge density modulation contri-
bution around 90 K, probably again results from the competition between screening and
coalescence. The temperature dependence of both contributions show a similar activated
behavior. For the quasiparticles this has already been discussed in section 2.4. The usual
interpretation of the activated behavior of the moving density modulation contribution is
in terms of thermally activated flux creep [43], similar to the flux creep of the Abrikosov
flux lattice in superconductors [46]. From fits to an activated behavior we estimate the
low temperature (T < 90 K) activation energies for the quasiparticle and the moving
density modulation contributions to be 740 K and 805 K, respectively. For the ohmic
contribution, this is in good agreement with the earlier results (Sec. 2.4).

The model described above gives a phenomenological understanding of the ohmic
and incoherent transport regimes. It does not, however, describe the coherent transport
regime, where a sharp rise in conductivity takes place. The appearance of this second
threshold field can be understood as follows. As the field increases, more and more local
pinning potentials will be overcome, increasing the number of domains which contribute
to the conductivity. Eventually this will lead to the formation of a percolation path be-
tween the contacts. We thus propose that the second threshold is in fact a percolation
threshold. For fields bigger than the second threshold field, E∗T , the CDW will then co-
herently move along such percolation paths, leading to the sharp rise in conductivity.
This leads to an additional contribution to the conductivity of the form of Eq. (2.4), so
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Figure 2.12: Temperature dependence of the effective charge density modulation con-
ductivity, σ̂c (open symbols), and the low field ohmic conductivity σ0 (filled
symbols), obtained from fits of the data in Fig. 2.8. to the domain model,
Eq. (2.5) (see text).

that the total conductivity now becomes

σ(ε) = σ0 + σ̂c
2ε arctan(ε) − ln(1 + ε2)

επ
+ σ̂p

2εp(arctan(εp) + arctan(ε0p)) − ln(
1+ε2

p

1+ε2
0p

)

(εp + ε0p)(π + 2 arctan(ε0c))
(2.6)

where εp = (E−E∗T )/γp, and ε0p = E∗T /γp. γp and σ̂p are the width of the distribution
and the percolation charge density modulation conductivity, respectively. We have fitted
this last equation to the low temperature (T < 90 K) field dependent conductivities and
some typical results of the fitting are shown in Fig. 2.13.

Clearly the data follows Eq. (2.6) quite well. The temperature dependence of the
upper threshold field (see inset Fig. 2.13.) closely follows the results presented in Fig.
2.9. The reason for the sharp decrease of the percolation threshold field upon increasing
temperature is the same as for the incoherent moving threshold, as has been discussed in
section 2.4, namely the increased screening of impurities upon increasing temperature.
Finally, we note that the fitting is fairly insensitive to the distribution width as long as
γp << E∗T , as expected for a percolation threshold.
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Figure 2.13: Fits of the domain-percolation model, Eq. (2.3) (solid lines) to the nonlinear
transport data (open symbols) at 65 K, 70 K and 75 K. The inset shows the
behavior of the percolation threshold with temperature.

2.6 Conclusions

We presented detailed nonlinear transport experiments on β−Na0.33V2O5 in the temper-
ature range 65 K - 300 K. The low field data in the charge ordered phase show that two
types of excitations contribute to the transport. The charge density modulation quasipar-
ticle gap is found to be about 700-800 K, and likely depends on the sodium stoichiometry.
Evidence for a second type of excitation, with a gap of ∼ 500 K, has been presented, al-
though the exact origin of this excitation remains unclear at present. It might be either a
bound state of collective charge density modulation excitations like the phason, or pos-
sibly an excitation within the domain walls between ordered charge density modulation
domains. A competing model for the thermally activated low field charge transport in a
low dimensional system in the presence of disorder is the variable range hopping (VRH)
model [47,48]. Analyzing the low temperature data in terms of VRH conductivity indeed
leads to a reasonable agreement with this model as well, again with deviations at temper-
atures below 50 K. Since the present data can not distinguish between these models we
adapted the most widely used model here as well.

The field dependent data clearly show the charge density modulation nature of the
insulating phase, and is very similar to the transport in other well known charge density
modulation materials like K0.3MoO3. The phenomenological domain model for nonlin-
ear transport in charge density modulation materials presented here is found to be in good
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agreement with the experiments, and we believe that this model should be applicable to
other semi-conducting charge ordered materials as well. The model could be improved
by taking a more realistic model for the statistical distribution of domain properties, the
single domain transport, and by allowing for field dependent domain properties. In partic-
ular the pinning fields are expected to be field dependent, since at high moving velocities
the charge density modulation excitations may excite quasiparticle excitations resulting
from charge density friction. Finally, we believe that in low free carrier density (i.e.
semiconducting) compounds like β−Na0.33V2O5 and K0.3MoO3 much of the tempera-
ture dependence of the transport properties, including the observed decrease of threshold
fields upon raising temperature, can be understood in terms of enhanced screening of
pinning centers by thermally excited charge carriers.

The work presented in this chapter has been published in:
Nonlinear transport in β−Na0.33V2O5, S. Sirbu, T. Yamauchi, Y. Ueda and P. H. M. van
Loosdrecht, Eur. Phys. J. B 53, 289 (2006), and: Nonlinear transport in β−Na0.33V2O5,
S. Sirbu, T. Yamauchi, Y. Ueda and P. H. M. van Loosdrecht, J. Phys. IV France, 131
(2005).
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